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Who are your #femaleheroes? 
…

Who are #femaleheroes? 
Who would be your #femalehero? 

How would you define a #femalehero? 
Are heroes admired for their achievements? 

Are they admired for their courage? 
Does admiration play a key role in the definition? 

Do you sympathize with #femaleheroes? 
Are #femaleheroes leading personalities? 

Who are the principal female characters of the art world? 
Can you name living #femaleheroes? 

Or can you only define heroes retrospectively? 
…
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Questions upon questions. But where are the answers? If you do an 
online search for female heroes – #femaleheroes – pretty much all 
you will find are “supergirls” and female action heroes from the world 
of comic books and manga. Aren’t there any other female heroes? Yes, 
there certainly are. Thanks to the internet, the forgotten heroines of 
history are gradually surfacing again. If you look for them, you will find 
them – for example in Wikipedia.

Who are these #femaleheroes and what makes them so heroic? What 
does the yearning for female heroes say about current social change? 
How present are #femaleheroes in the world we live in – or is it 
female anti-heroes who dominate our worldview? How does the 
current conflict between the invisibility or visibility of female 
personalities manifest itself? These questions are central to the 
exhibition Who are your #femaleheroes? at Galerie |  PRISKA 
PASQUER.

The exhibition brings together works by JOHANNA REICH, 
CATRINE VAL, RADENKO MILAK and RUDOLF BONVIE. These 
works are supplemented by a cabinet exhibition featuring female 
portraits from the 1920s and 1930s. The various positions show the 
“image of women”, both from a public social viewpoint and an inner, 
personal perspective. The exhibition was curated by Jeanette 
Zwingenberger and Priska Pasquer.

JOHANNA REICH (*1977) works with the medium of video. Her 
performance work is characterized by strong painterly and media-
reflexive components. In a dialogue with art- and film-historical 
models, she sounds out the relationship between static and moving 
images and explores the possibility of constructing reality with device-
recorded and transported images. 

In her participatory project Heroines, JOHANNA REICH asks girls 
about their role models. Following this, she projects a photo of the 
relevant icon on the bodies of the participants. Fusing analogue and 
digital facial characteristics in this way spawns hermaphrodite beings, 
often with grotesquely distorted features. The artist deliberately 
refrains from adjusting or harmonizing these digitally. In this way, the 
portraits convey the enormous tension and inner conflict between 
self-image and ideal that arise from the logic of comparison.

The project Resurface devotes itself to female artists of the 19th and 
20th century who, although successful in their own lifetimes, have 
been all but forgotten today. Thanks to ongoing digitization, the 
archived works and biographies of these female artists are gradually 
resurfacing on the internet. Photographic portraits are uploaded and 
Wikipedia entries written. JOHANNA REICH produces Polaroids of 
the digital testimonies. In order to make the brief moment of 
“resurfacing” visible, she films the picture development process with a 
digital camera.
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Today, people form their identities to a great extent on a digital level. 
Amazingly, our “society of singularities” is dominated by stereotypes 
and clichés. Although it professes to focus on all that is unique and 
incomparable, in reality it is characterized by conformity and 
uniformity. This is particularly apparent in the regimented 
orchestrations from the world of fashion. In her photo series FEM!
NIST and the parallel video Commodity Fetishism, CATRINE VAL 
(*1970) deconstructs the entrenched (visual) paragons of femininity. In 
doing so, she moves effortlessly between the spheres of fashion and 
performance, criticism and humor.

In her staged photographs, CATRINE VAL acts as a placeholder for a 
diversity of female personalities, all of whom somehow fall out of line. 
Kitted out with ludicrous accessories and posing in front of surreal-
looking settings, her heroines meet the gaze of the general public with 
a mixture of fantasy and exuberance. “The endless reproduction of 
woman and her edgy efforts to present herself anew daily unmask the 
battle for supremacy between authenticity and theatricality. Who the 
woman actually is remains unanswered. She moves in utopian realms, 
but she sometimes also reaches for the stars. Phenomenists, that is 
what we are.” (CATRINE VAL)

What is the role of contemporary image production in the formation 
of our historical and cultural memory? This question is central to the 
works of RADENKO MILAK (*1980). In his watercolors and oil 
paintings, the Bosnian artist recreates templates from films, reports or 

press images that he finds on the internet. By painting the mass media 
images, he transforms them into unique specimens – singular works 
that stand out like islands in the flood of digital images, their 
materiality defying the onslaught of digitization.

By singling out individual images and holding them up to be examined 
again at length, RADENKO MILAK reflects on the familiar artistic 
scenarios. Specially for this exhibition, he has produced black-and-
white watercolors of well-known artists such as Camille Claudel, Frida 
Kahlo, Diane Arbus and Georgia O’Keeffe. Each picture consists of 
two parts: a portrait of the artist and one of her works. 

RADENKO MILAK has chosen motifs that are very familiar but 
couched in a new and strangely distorted interpretation. By recreating 
them as watercolors, he places photographic portraits of the authors 
on the same level as their own works. In this way, he comments on 
how women’s art is received, very frequently with a focus on their “life 
and work” rather than letting the work stand on its own terms. 

RUDOLF BONVIE (*1947) is a politically active artist who explores 
the historical and cultural mechanisms and effects of media 
propaganda (communication with images). He is also regarded as one 
of Germany’s first ever media artists. The artist’s critical observations 
revolve mainly around three thematic issues: the growing narcissism in 
our society, the exuberant flood of images and the looming threat of 
nuclear disaster.
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BONVIE’s work concerns itself with the question: What are today’s 
images of heroines and anti-heroines based on? In the tradition of 
political photomontage pioneer John Heartfield (1891-1968), he 
examines the idealizing self-presentation of radical female politicians. 
Accordingly, the head of German right-wing populist party AfD, Frauke 
Petry – never without an arrogant, ironic smile on her face – is given a 
facial tattoo in the form of a death’s head. The party’s vigorous deputy 
chairperson Beatrix von Storch fared no better: her ice-cold 
expression frozen into a rigid mask in the artist’s hands.

In addition to the exhibition Who are your #femaleheroes?, | PRISKA 
PASQUER is presenting a cabinet exhibition with photographic 
portraits of women from the 1920s and 1930s. This era was shaped by 
radical upheaval in the realms of politics, business, culture and society. 
Also affected was the image of women. At the same time, it gave rise 
to a new ideal of femininity as a confident, sporty “new woman” with 
short hair and casual clothing. 

However, this independent, self-assured “new woman” was above all a 
media event. This “new photography”, which formulated an expanded, 
experimental view of the world, became the ideal medium for 
disseminating this image of the “new woman”.

The works on display range from Russian constructivists Gustav 
Klutsis (1895-1938) and Alexander Rodchenko (1891-1956) to 
German avant-garde artists such as August Sander (1876-1964) and 
Annelise Kretschmer (1903-1987) and futurist Adele Gloria 
(1910-1984).




